ARMADILLO® Tools

Cable Shaper Tool
The PREFORMED™ Cable Shaper is designed for cable shaping applications encountered in all splicing installations. Adjustable jaws accommodate all cable sizes. The unit is designed to be effectively used in restricted areas to assure proper cable shaping. Coated handles provide a firm gripping surface during use. This tool is ideal for use with all PREFORMED re-enterable closures as well as many other applications requiring shaped cable.

Features:
- Adjustable jaws accommodate all cable sizes.
- Coated handles for firm gripping.
- Sturdy forged construction.
- Ideal for numerous cable shaping applications.
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Unique design of the PREFORMED Cable Shaper makes this tool extremely useful for cable shaping during installation of all splice closures.

End Plate Removal Tool
The End Plate Removal Tool is made of durable galvanized steel. It is specially designed to facilitate End Plate removal from the cable during procedures that necessitate new End Plates, i.e., for use with the ARMADILLO Stainless, REDDI™ Seal, REDDI Closure.
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